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Third Term  

Year 1445 H/ 2023-24 
 

 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
Ministry of Education 

General Administration of 

Training and Education,   
Jeddah Region  

Al Bayan Model School 

Intermediate Stage 

7TH  Grade 

3rd   Term 

T. Sumaiya Teacher QUESTION BANK FOR ENGLISH: WRITING 
 

Question 1: (Descriptive Writing) (40-60 WORDS) 

Write a descriptive paragraph about a place that is important to 

you. Explain things that make this place special to you. Use the 

words from the help box to complete your paragraph. 
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-grandmother –time  -gathers–special  –tidy  –room  –porch  -favorite   Help Box: 

special place   
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 Question 2: (Persuasive Letter) (40-60 WORDS) 

                                                                  

 

Write a persuasive letter on recycling. Give reasons for your opinion. 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Help Box: importance- recycling- pollution – waste – environment – recycle – 

reduce- economy- preserve- resource   
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Question :3 (Picture Composition) (40-60 WORDS) 

Write a paragraph based on the picture. Use the words from the 

help box to complete your paragraph. 
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 -carelessly  –approach  –motorcycle  –slowly  –travelling  –lorry  –cyclists    Help Box: 

accident 
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Question 4: (Picture Composition) (40-60 WORDS) 

Write a paragraph based on the picture. Use the words from the 

help box to complete your paragraph. 
 

 

 

 

_________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 paint  -floor –wet  –get out  -brush  –tea  –cup  –painting    Help Box:  
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Question:5 (Summary Writing) (40-60 WORDS) 

Read the story and write a short summary of about 60 words for it. 

A Bracing Bus Ride 

                  Rita and I giggled as we got on the bus. It was the first time I had visited her in 

Los Angeles, and we were in a good mood. The bus driver was not. “Hurry up!” he said 

as we climbed on the bus. There were only two seats left. As we sat down, Rita scowled 

at the back of the driver’s head. The woman sitting next to us leaned over and 

whispered, “Don’t take it personally. She yelled at me, too.” I tried not to laugh out 

loud. I did not want to get scolded again. At the next two stops, the bus driver boomed 

and frowned at the new passengers. The rest of us sat in silence. Then, at the third stop, 

the bus driver pulled a lever and the bus began to make noise. He was lowering the 

wheelchair platform. “Uh-oh,” Rita said. “This is not going to make him happy.” The new 

passenger got onto the platform. His chair was supposed to lock into a groove, but it 

would not work. The driver got up. We all held our breaths. Was he going to yell at him, 

too? The man across the aisle hopped up, grabbed the wheelchair, and tried to jam it 

into the groove. The driver glared at him. “Just a second, mister!” he snapped. He 

looked at the new passenger right in the eye. Then, he said in a normal, pleasant voice, 

“Is it okay if I push you back a bit?” Next, he amazed us all. “Sure,” he said, and the bus 

driver clicked the chair into place. We were all quiet, but now we were not afraid. Rita 

and I thanked the bus driver as we got off the bus. 

                                                                  

 

Now, write the summary below: 

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________ 

Helping Box:  personal narrative- friends- bus ride- good mood- grumpy yelled- 

passengers- scared- please- wheelchair- surprised- incident 
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Question:6 (Proofread and Fix Each Paragraph) 

Read each paragraph below. Cross out all capitalizing mistakes, 

misspelled words, or incorrect punctuation. Above each mistake, 

write the correct letter, word, or punctuation mark. Write in the 

correct punctuation if it is missing. 

 

The blue wale is the biggest animal on earth.some are as long as 100 foots and weighing 300,000 

pounds? In the late 1800s and early 1900S these gentle jiants were hunted almost to extinction 

because humans wanted their blubber to make oil fuel soap and candles.their baleen was used to 

make brushes and corsets.the blue wale population is now only one percent of it’s original size.  

 

In order to remain helty,you must eat good nutritious food .breakfast is very important espeshally if 

your going to school because you cant pay attention if your hungy.You should eat frutes and 

vegetebles with every meel and avoid food that is high in kolesterol and saturated fat .Its also 

important to drink a lot of likwids every day. 

 

On Sunday, Anthony went over to Nicks house to play basketball .They played a gam of one-to-

one.Anthony made six baskets, bute nick made eight.Nick was the winner .After the game ,both boys 

whent in side to have some snack’s and watch television. 

 

 


